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Accurately Weighing Africa

Weighing
Warehouse

S701
High Precision Loadcell

Sasco is a dynamic weighing solutions focused company which procures and supports a leading
range of globally sourced industrial weighing technologies. Sasco has the highest metrological
ranking of any Southern and Central African company, and as a result of our experience gained
through 100 years of operation, we are uniquely positioned to specify and supply optimal weighing
equipment, automation and weighing information data solutions to Southern and Central Africa’s
leading industrial companies. Sasco reputation has been built on innovation and choice underpinned
by professionalism, modernity and experience.
GENERAL

Sasco’s Tier I Technology comprises the Bilanciai range of instrumentation, which is recognised as the
leader in terms of accuracy, reliability and functionality.
Sasco’s Tier II technologies include the S-Series range of loadcells such as the S701. The S701 is a
direct trade approved generic replacement to the 8701.
The S701 is a hermetically sealed load bearing unit operating in compression to produce a standard
electrical output which is proportional to the load
applied.

CONSTRUCTION

The S701 is 100% stainless steel with a natural finish.

CAPACITIES
11,000 kg
23,000 kg
45,000 kg

ACCURACY
5000d OIML

APPROVALS
OIML Approved
SA 1430

EXAMPLE

Road weighbridges
Rail weighbridges
Tank weighing
Process weighing
Tank and tower weighing

ELECTRICAL TERMINATION

4 core 7 x 0.12 mm equivalent.
Standard lengths 25 and 40 meters,
Outer tinned copper sheath (floating)
Overall sheath.

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIAL FEATURES
High accuracy
Environmentally protected
100% Stainless steel
Excellent repeatability

SPECIFICATIONS

Sealed to BS EN 60529: 1992
Calibrated temperature range: 10 C to + 40 C
IP67.

APPLICATIONS

The S701 is designed to operate with
loads applied to the centre of the loadcell
base acting through the central axis of
the loadcell. To ensure high accuracy of
weighing, steps should be taken to limit
sideway movements through the use of
stops or ties.

WEIGHBRIDGE EXAMPLE

The following diagram shows a typical
weightbridge installation. In this diagram
a strut arrangement has been included to
maintain high accuracy weighing. .

Load Cell Strut Assembly
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This brochure contains a general guide of the product only and shall not form part of any contract unless specifically agreed
by Sasco Africa in writing in each case on the Order Acknowledgement.The specification of the product described herein may
vary from time to time and may be altered without notice.

